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summarization [8]. These categories have similarity such as
contrast (comparison), problem, other, etc. However each
implementation depends on the aim of classification.

Abstract—Citation sentence is able to inform readers about
relation between scientific articles that cite and are cited by
finding its purpose against the research. Besides giving credit
to other researchers and recommendation to read other related
articles, citation can help readers to know what knowledge
they have obtained based on the cited scientific articles they
have read. In this research, we try to define citation categories
for filtering scientific references which will be initial step in
guided summarization of scientific articles. Our goal is to
classify citation sentence first into ‘problem’, ‘use’ and ‘other’,
then ‘use’ will be divided into ‘useModel’, ‘useTool’ and
‘useData’. This category will make it easier to classify scientific
articles into more specific topics. Then we use features namely
voice, tenses, citation location, meta discourse and word
vectors. Then, the testing of models show that the classification
of citations using SVM Linear has the f-measure of about
67.7%. Moreover it is good enough when the test data is only
one paper with the result of f-measure can reach 89.6%.

Based on our best knowledge, there is no classification of
citation sentence to filter prior scientific references. This task
will be needed in initial step for guided summarization of
scientific articles. Guided summarization itself is an
approach to summarize document into two parts namely
initial (document has been read) and update (new document)
with certain aspects so readers will know updated
information from update summary against initial summary
[9]. In TAC, initial news is clustered first into same topic to
become guided summary, i.e. [10] [11]. Initial news is like
initial scientific articles that have been read, but scientific
articles cannot be clustered based on topic easily. It is
because there are many words and extensive scope of
discussion more than news. Many words consume a long
time to compute and extensive scope makes similar topic
become difficult to be specific like news. Besides that,
scientific articles commonly have different contribution or
new information against prior articles, while news may still
have same information between each other. Therefore nonspecific topic of scientific articles can make initial and
update summary be similar with multi document summary
for scientific articles in general.

Keywords—citation sentence, classification, scientific article,
filtering scientific references

I. INTRODUCTION
A scientific article is written to document any research
and become reference for researchers [1]. It can also briefly
explain prior research by including the citation sentences that
have information on relevant topics. So citation becomes an
important structure in scientific articles [2]. Besides giving
credit to other researchers and recommendation to read other
related articles, it can help readers to know what knowledge
they have obtained based on the cited scientific articles they
have read.

In this paper, we try to define citation categories adapted
from [6] [7] for filtering scientific references which will be
initial step in guided summarization of scientific articles. Our
goal is to classify citation sentence first into ‘problem’, ‘use’
and ‘other’, then ‘use’ will be divided into ‘useModel’,
‘useTool’ and ‘useData’. These categories are expected to be
aspects to determine rhetorical structure for initial and update
summary of scientific articles.

Citation itself commonly appears on introduction, related
work and methodology. These sections may represent the
different urgency and purpose of each citation sentence
against the research. For example, most sentences in related
work explain about other works and comparison between
them, while in introduction they are more correlated to the
research background. Therefore citation in introduction can
be more urgent to know which the scientific articles are
related to problem or reason of the research. It is different
from citation in methodology that can be reference of tool or
method used in the research. This example indicates that
citation sentence is able to inform readers about relation
between scientific articles that cite and are cited by finding
its purpose against the research [3] [4].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section provides the related works on citation classification.
Our method is explained in section III. We also define
various feature sets for classifying citation sentences. We
describe our experiments in section IV. The results are
analyzed in section V. Finally, the conclusion and further
work are described in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Citation category classification has been used to classify
the topic similarity of scientific papers. Nanba et al. used
three types of citations, namely B, C and O [5]. Type B is a
citation explaining other research or methods as theoretical
basis. Type C is a citation containing a problem or gap in
related research. Type O is the citation than types B and C.
The classification of these citations used 160 rules of cue

Some prior works have conducted citation classification
by defining various categories with different aims, namely
three types (B, C and O) to classify topic similarity of
scientific papers [5], 12 types to determine author’s reason
for citing paper [6] [7] and three types for related work
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phrase and the method of bibliographic coupling with the
citation category. This research concluded that grouping of
scientific papers is better if based on similarity of problems
or gaps than other categories. They also compared the
grouping based on the method and purpose. The result was
the use of method is better than the aim because the method
contains a number of words that are more complete and clear
than the aim

problems motivating), ‘comparison’ (comparison between
paper cited), and ‘default’ [4]. Its features adapted from [12].
Besides that Widyantoro and Amin used citation sentences
belonging to ‘problem’, ‘method’ and ‘conclusion’ for
related work summarization. Every citation sentence was
represented by extracting the features of term frequency,
sentence length, thematic word and cue phrase.
III. OUR METHOD

Teufel et al. classified the citations in scientific papers
based on the function of rhetorical status to know author’s
reason for citing paper [6]. This study used 12 categories of
citation functions shown in Table I below. They then
conducted automatic classification of citation function [7] by
using a cue phrase of meta discourse from [12], cue phrase
which is identified manually, verb tense and voice, citation
location in sentence, the location in the passage and &
section, and occurrence of self-citation. This study used the
Instance-based learning and 10 fold cross validation. Its
result of accuracy is about 77%.
TABLE I.

No

This research begins with re-annotating citation sentences
in scientific articles from Teufel et al. [7] with our three
categories (‘problem’, ‘use’ and ‘other’). We annotate also
new corpus for testing. Then annotated scientific articles will
pass a preprocessing stage to clean up the data and conduct
feature extraction. In the final stages, learning is conducted
to generate a citation sentence classification model which
will be used for filtering prior scientific references. The
classification process itself is generally shown in Fig. 1. In
the research, three citation categories are designed based on
[4] [5] [6] as shown in Table II.

ANNOTATION SCHEMA OF CITATION FUNCTION [6]

Category

TABLE II.

Description

1

Weak

Gaps are cited

2

CoCoGM

Contrast / comparison of aim / methodology

3

CoCoR0

4

CoCo-

5

CoCoXY

6

PBas

7

PUse

8

PModi

9

PMot

10

PSim

Contrast / comparison of result
Contrast / comparison between the research
which is better than the cited research
Contrast between the two cited methods
Cited research that became the starting
point
Author using the tools / algorithms / data
which are cited
Author adapting / modification tools /
algorithms / data
Citation on approach to problems that
motivate
Cited similar research

11

PSup

Cited research that mutual support

12

Neut

Neutral citation description

No
1

Category
Problem

2
3

Problem

UseModel
Use

4
5

OUR ANNOTATION SCHEMA OF CITATION SENTENCE

UseTool
UseData

Other

Other

Description
Citation sentence containing
the problem or gap weak from
other studies related to
research
Citation sentence containing
the use of models / techniques
/ methods from other studies
Citation sentence containing
the use of tools / algorithms /
software from other studies
Citation sentence containing
the use of data from other
studies
Citation sentence that does
not belong to any category

In guided summarization of scientific articles, there will
be Set A (initial articles that have been read) and Set B (new
article that will be read). Not all of articles in Set A are
summarized into initial summary because not all of them are
related to article from Set B and there are some information
from Set A that cannot be updated by Set B. Therefore the

Aya et al. classified citation in four categories namely
‘use’ (use of other studies), ‘motivation’ (other research
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category 'Other' in our schema is used to filter articles in set
A which are not so related to the paper set B.

problem of scientific articles or contain the results of mutual
support. Theories or result which is dominantly exist in these
categories make difficult to determine problem, data, method
and tool. Due to this condition, these three are inserted into
the category of 'Other' which will be ignored.

Specific topic of the scientific articles cannot be obtained
easily like news. So some aspects are needed to collect
similar information that exists between two articles. From
that similar specific topic, then different information can be
obtained to update each other. Based on the citation sentence
analysis, scientific articles can have similar information that
is divided into these types of topics, namely problem, data,
method and tool. Examples of these implementation are:
-

Then this research also build a new corpus of citation
sentences with the label of ‘Problem’, ‘Other’ and ‘Use’ for
testing classification model. Its resource is from the ACL
Anthology Reference Corpus (ACL-ARC) and other open
source that has been incorporated into the same topic.
Initially we use scientific articles collected with same topic
of Argumentative Zoning (AZ).

Two papers have similar problems, then the result will
contain summary of the different problem handling
information from two papers.

-

Two papers using the same data will be included into
the same article group. Then the result will contain
summary about the different use of data in each article.

-

Two papers using the same method / tool will be
included into the same article group. Then the result
will contain summary about the different use of the
method / tool in each article.

After annotating corpus, feature extraction is performed
for each citation sentences. Previously, the preprocessing
stage is done to clean the dataset. These preprocesses are
case folding, stemming, stopword removal, POS (part of
speech) tagging with Stanford [13] and dependency parsing
to extract the active or passive sentences [14]. Besides that,
features used for this research as shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV.

For the first, annotation of citation sentences is conducted
with ‘Problem’, ‘Other’ and ‘Use’. The classification
performance of ‘Use’ in general should be known in advance
whether its classification already have good performance or
not because it will affect the classification for the categories
of ‘UseData’, ‘UseTool’ and ‘UseModel’. Our planning is to
classify these rest categories with regular expression pattern.

No

Initial corpus we use is scientific articles from Teufel et
al. [7]. It has 160 articles containing 2,475 citation sentences
which have annotated with 12 citation function from [6].
Then its annotation definition is modified to adapt our aim of
citation sentence classification in this research. Its mapping
of modification is shown in Table III.
TABLE III.

No

Category from Teufel [6]

1

Weak

2

CoCoGM

3

CoCoR0

4

CoCo-

5

CoCoXY

6

PBas

7

PUse

8

PModi

9

PSim

10

PMot

11

PSup

12

Neut

1

Voice

2

Tenses

3

CitLoc

4

Formulaic

5

Agent

6

Action
WordVecto
r

7

MAPPING OF OUR CITATION CATEGORY AND TEUFEL’S [6]

Feature

FEATURES AND ITS DESCRIPTION

Description
The occurrence of voice
(Active, Passive, or NoVerb)
The occurrence of grammar
(Types of tenses or NoVerb)
Location index citation in the sentence
(Beginning, Middle, End)
The occurrence of formulaic expression
[12]
The occurrence of agent type [12]
The occurrence of action type [12]
Bag of words

For learning model, we conduct 10 fold cross validation
for articles data of Teufel’s [7] and training with Teufel data
and testing with our corpus. For experiment we only use
SVM Linear utilizing LibSVM [15] and Weka [16].

Our category
Problem

IV. EXPERIMENT
This research build a new corpus of citation sentences
with the label of ‘Problem’, ‘Other’ and ‘Use’ for testing
classification model. Its resource is from the ACL Anthology
Reference Corpus (ACL-ARC) and other open source that
has been incorporated into the same topic. Initially we use
scientific articles collected with same topic of Argumentative
Zoning (AZ). The distribution of modified data from Teufel
[7] with 12 categories into three categories and our AZ
corpus are shown in Table V.

Other

Use

Other

TABLE V.

Other

2016

Current Set
AZ
113

Use

645

41

644

Problem

84

12

188

2745

166

2745

Category

In Table III, all categories from Teufel [6] containing
comparison are categorized as 'Other' because comparison
itself cannot be used to search similar information between
the two articles. Meanwhile the categories of ‘PBas’, ‘PSup’
and ‘PMot’ contain the theories that support or motivate the

Total
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DATA DISTRIBUTION OF TEUFEL [7] AND SET AZ

Teufel [7]

Updated Teufel
[7]
1913

In addition, there are four scenarios experiments which
are conducted for the classification of citation sentences in
scientific papers, namely:

Approximately 3% error rate reported for part-ofspeech annotation by Marcus et al.). <Other>
-

1. Classification of citation sentence from Teufel [7] with
three categories by F-Measure 10 fold cross validation
2. Classification of citation sentence from Teufel [7] that
have been re-annotated based on the citation category
definition in this research by F-Measure 10 fold cross
validation

The result of the updated Teufel data improves Fmeasure as shown in Table VI second column. The result of
f-measure for ‘Problem’ is increased from 00.0% to 57.5%.
Then in the third scenario, the data of AZ is used as test data
and data Teufel [7] is used as training data. Last two
experimental results are presented in Table VII.

3. Classification of citation sentence in this research using
Set AZ as the test data and Teufel data [7] as training
data by the F-Measure

TABLE VII.

4. Classification of citation sentence in this research using
one article from Set AZ as the test data and Teufel data
[7] as training data by the F-Measure

THE F-MEASURE RESULT OF SCENARIO 1 & 2

F-measure of
updated Teufel [7]
83.3%

Use

42.3%

43.3%

Problem

00.0%

57.5%

Average

42,4%

61.4%

Other

In (cite) principles are given only in verbal form.
<Other>

-

It is quite small, By current standards corpus (on the
order of Hundreds of Thousands of words, rather than
millions or TENS of millions); The direct annotation
methodology used to create it is labor intensive ((cite)
found that direct annotation takes twice as long as the
automatic tagging plus correction, for part-of-speech
annotation); and the output quality Reflects the
difficulty of the task (inter-Annotator disagreement is
on the order of 10%, as contrasted with the

59.7%

75.0%

Problem

60.0%

100.0%

Average

67.7%

89.6%

From the result of citation category, each citation will
show the role of scientific articles which are cited (Reference
Paper) for articles that cite (Citing Paper). In the example
sentences in Table VIII, some citations obtained by the
prediction are as follows:

From the results of the initial experiment, the results of
classification for data in Teufel [7] into the citation
categories in this research shows that the class 'Problem' has
the low f-measure of 00.0%. When we reanalyze the data of
Teufel [7], there are the citation sentences of ‘Other’ that
should be incorporated into ‘Problem’, Examples of these
sentence are:
-

Use

Training and testing performance results show that fmeasure of scenario 3 is about 67.7%. The category
performance that still needs to be improved is the category
'Use' and 'Problem'. This is because the number of 'Use' and
'Problem' is less than the number of 'Other'. However, the
result of the classification model is quite good because when
the test data is only one article, the f-measure of its
performance can be approximately 89.6%. Results of
sentences on set AZ ID 1 (Title: An annotation scheme for
argumentation in discourse-level research articles) with three
categories of citations (Other, Use, Problem) are shown in
Table VIII on the next page.

The results of first until second experiment scenarios are
shown in the Table VI with F-measure performance of 10fold cross validation using SVM Linear.

F-measure of
Teufel [7]
84.9%

Training (Teufel [7]) +
testing (Set AZ ID 1)
93.8%

Other

V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Category

THE F-MEASURE RESULT OF SCENARIO 3 & 4

Training (Teufel [7])
+ testing (Set AZ)
83.4%

Category

Due to different definition of annotation schema between
our research and Teufel [7], we reanalyze and re-annotate
Teufel data which has the category of ‘Other’. It is conducted
to check whether there is a citation sentence containing the
problem or not. Changes in these data is shown in Table V
third column in previous page.

TABLE VI.

IRU some strategies are only beneficial when
inferential complexity is higher than in the Standard
Task (cite), Walker 1994a. <Other>

-

Krippendorf (Other)

-

Stales (Use / Other)

-

Brandow et al., 1995; Kupiec et al. 1995 (Problem)

-

Rau et al., 1989, Young and Hayes, 1985 (Problem)

-

Rath et al., 1961 (Use)

From the list of citations that is considered above, a scientific
article to be ignored are the article from 'Krippendorf'.
Meanwhile, 'Stales' cannot be directly ignored because there
is its citation which is predicted to category 'Use'. If this
condition occurs, 'Stales' will enter into the priority category.
Scientific articles belonging to the 'Stales' will be included in
the category 'Use', as well as the article of 'Rath et al, 1961'.
Besides that, the remaining papers will be categorized as
'Problem'. After that, other than the 'Other', prior references
are grouped by category citation. The articles with category
'Problem' will be included into the list of Set A with the
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TABLE VIII.

No.
1
2

3

4
5

SOME EXAMPLE OF CLASSIFIED CITATION SENTENCES

Sentence
Figure 3 reports how well the four non-basic categories could be distinguished from all
other categories, measured by Krippendorff'S diagnostics for category distinctions (ie
collapsing all other distinctions).
Our annotation scheme is based on Stales' model but we needed to modify it.
Sentence selection techniques (e.g. Brandow et al., 1995; Kupiec et al. 1995) Produce
extracts the which can be incoherent and which, because of the generality of the
methodology, can give under-informative results; fact extraction techniques (e.g. Rau et al.,
1989, Young and Hayes, 1985) Are tailored to particular domains, but have not really
scaled up from a restricted texts and restricted domains to larger domains and unlimited
text.
The full annotation scheme consists of the basic scheme plus four other categories, which
are based on Stales' model.
We are interested in how far humans can be trained to consistently annotate Reviews These
sentences; Similar experiments where subjects selected one or Several 'most relevant'
sentences from a paper traditionally have reported low agreement (Rath et al., 1961).

similar subject matter with the Set B, while articles with
'Use' will be included into the list of Set A with the same
method, tool or data with Set B. For the separation of data,
method or tool, we still use keywords that usually appear
either on these categories. For example in the following
sentence:

-

Method: Stales; Rath et al., 1961

-

Problem: Brandow et al., 1995; Kupiec et al. 1995; Rau
et al., 1989; Young and Hayes, 1985

Use
Problem

Use
Problem

Use

Other

Other

Use
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